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Introduction: Actiflow and 
Lightyear

• Actiflow B.V. is a Dutch consultancy company focussed on 
aerodynamics, mainly using CFD simulations.

• Projects are carried out in several markets:
• Built environment
• Automotive
• Medical industry
• Datacentres
• Industrial processing
• Sports engineering
• Marine/Coastal engineering 

• Lightyear is a Dutch car company on a mission to make clean 
mobility available for everyone, everywhere. 

• They are building the most efficient EV in the market

• Brand builder: Ultimate freedom, drive anywhere

• First market demonstration of Lightyear technology

• Solar-powered long-range vehicle produced by Valmet

• Including a technology spin-off: commercializing solar
technology 5
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Introduction: case 2a, 2b turbulence modelling effects

• Aerodynamic design cycles increasingly rely on CFD simulations
• RANS simulations are relatively cheap, but 

• Troublesome to accurately predict detached flow around bluff bodies
• Local flow separation zones may also be of importance
• This could result in errors in force prediction

• LES or hybrid RANS-LES models have improved accuracy in these areas

• This also results in much larger simulation times and associated costs

• Most important aerodynamic information

• Total drag

• Total lift 

• Front/rear lift balance

• For Lightyear, aerodynamic efficienty (i.e. low drag) is key, but lift and balance also need to be considered
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Introduction: case 2a, 2b model differences

• Design cycles check for differences (deltas) from a baseline, search for low-cost, fast and simplified
methodology to:

1. Determine if new design is better (lower drag)

2. If so, by how much (relative/absolute)

3. No adverse effects? (lift, lift balance)

• This motivates the investigation of differences in the RANS and the DDES predictions when studying the
closed cooling DrivAer case with and without wheel deflectors, as shown below.
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Simulation set-up

ANSA mesh

OpenFOAM v2106

checkMesh

• + zipUpMesh (2a)

RANS

• 1500 iterations (last 250 averaged)

DDES

• 1 second (last 0.5 averaged)

[1] Drawing extracted from
https://gist.github.com/sean-smith/c7ad5b0a01c5d5d56d621c0e9f48911c

[1]
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Boundary conditions

•

•
Velocity inlet, DDES: 
Synthetic turbulence generator (DFSEM)

Pressure outlet

All y+ wallFunctions on car, viscous part 
of ground, static floor, static wheels

Symmetry conditions on inviscid
road, sides and top of tunnel

Domain
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Results, force coefficients

• The ∆CD and ∆CL are in the same direction with RANS and DDES. The magnitudes are different.
• The ∆CD with the DDES model is 58% larger than the RANS model

• The ∆CL with the DDES model is just 37% of the RANS model.
• The ∆CS with the DDES model is of the opposite direction and bigger in magnitude than the RANS model

• The ∆CL for the front and rear is of opposite sign for the DDES model compared to the RANS model. This means that the 
total change being in the same direction is more coincidence than anything else.

• The standard deviation of the drag is much smaller than the average value, for the lift and side force this is not the case. 
This indicates that a change of sign for lift or side force may be within the spread of the natural variations.
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Mean [-] CD CL CS CLf CLr

RANS 2a 0.2685 0.0546 0.0096 -0.0509 0.1056

RANS 2b 0.2589 0.0565 0.0231 -0.0589 0.1154

RANS ∆ -0.0096 0.0019 0.0135 -0.0080 0.0098

DDES 2a 0.2924 0.0461 0.0468 -0.0607 0.1069
DDES 2b 0.2772 0.0468 0.0256 -0.0564 0.1031

DDES ∆ -0.0152 0.0007 -0.0212 0.0043 -0.0038

St. dev. [-] CD CL CS
RANS 2a 0.0076 0.0340 0.0094

RANS 2b 0.0063 0.0329 0.0120

DDES 2a 0.0059 0.0176 0.0155
DDES 2b 0.0064 0.0230 0.0130



Results, flow visualizations bottom, Cp

• Both turbulence approaches show similar effects:

1. Smaller stagnation zone on front wheels, with
higher pressure on the deflector

2. Reduced suction after front wheel bays

3. Faster pressure recovery downstream

4. Higher pressure on front of rear wheels

• There are consistent differences between the
turbulence models visible:

A. In the front centre section

B. In the cutout for the transmission/exhaust

DDES case 2a/2b

RANS case 2a/2b
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Results, flow visualizations bottom, Cp

• In both cases, the different turbulence approaches 
show disagreements on some locations:

1. Different profile in front centre section

2. DDES has increased suction after front wheel
bays

3. DDES has higher pressure in cutout

4. DDES has higher pressure on front of rear
wheels

5. Different lateral pressure distribution behind
rear axle

• These differences are not influenced significantly by
the geometrical change

• The differences will affect the absolute result on the
forces, but major effect of the geometrical change is 
picked up.

Case 2a RANS/DDES
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Results, flow visualizations tyres, Cp

• In both geometries, RANS shows larger stagnation
zones and more localized, stronger suction peaks on 
the tyre walls

• On the front wheel, RANS predicts two areas with
suction on the downstream part of the tyre, while
DDES indicates a single continuous structure

• DDES shows in both cases a lower average pressure
on both wheels. 

Case 2a RANS/DDES
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Case 2b RANS/DDES



Results, flow visualizations tyres, Cp

• Both methods show a reduction in the average
pressure on the front wheel with a lowering of the
stagnation zone

• For the rear wheel, both methods show a stronger
stagnation pressure with a stronger suction ring on 
the tyre wall. Furthermore, the pressure on the
spokes of the rear wheel increases for both
methods. The effect is stronger for RANS
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Results, flow visualizations @ Z=80 [mm], ∆ Cpt

• The Cpt deltas are affected by the turbulence model

1. DDES starts at higher delta

2. DDES has negative delta on outside

3. DDES has higher delta in centre

4. DDES has smaller ‘islands’

5. At the rear, both models show smaller deltas
than at the front

• The difference between the turbulence models are 
not influenced significantly by the geometrical
change

A. Red-Blue-Red at the rear

B. Similar structures around the front wheel

C. Upstream level differs, this is advected
downstream

• There are similarities, but locally large deltas are 
found

RANS/DDES
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Results, flow visualizations @ X = 4000 [mm], ∆ local Cd

• There are similarities and differences between the
turbulence models

A. Main positive delta near tyres are similar

B. Lateral movement for inner positive delta, also
more positive with DDES than RANS, while
DDES also has more negative deltas on the
sides

C. Both models predict smaller effects near
ground, DDES has more pronounced
asymmetry

D. Outboard effects differ between RANS and
DDES

RANS/DDES
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Results, rear wake experimental vs CFD, Cpt

• The DDES result is closer to the experiment, replicating better the shape of the wake. There is a slightly quicker transition to the undisturbed flow in 
CFD than in the wind tunnel.

• RANS shows stronger wakes near the wheels and in the central section, with faster transition to the undisturbed flow outside of the wake. 
• RANS also does not capture the shape of the wake outside of the wheels.
• The addition of the wheel deflector is hardly quantifiable in the rear wake, there is a small effect to the wake of the wheel and the central high Cpt

region becomes smaller in height, but spreads more laterally. 
• DDES shows a slight increase in intensity of the rear wheel wakes.

without with

Fig. 32 from [2]: 
Wind tunnel, closed cooling, without deflector

[2] Hupertz, B., Chalupa, K., Krueger, L., Howard, K. et al., “On the Aerodynamics of the Notchback Open Cooling DrivAer: A Detailed Investigation of Wind Tunnel Data for
improved Correlation and Reference,” SAE Int. J. Advances & Curr. Prac. in Mobility 3(4):1726-1747, 2021, doi:10.4271/2021-01-0958.
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Results, Z 80 mm experimental vs CFD, Cpt

• The RANS results show a stronger near wake for the front wheels, with less spreading downstream compared to the
experiment

• The centre sections shows higher Cpt than the experiment

• There are a few small changes due to the deflectors:

• Less strong inner part of the front wheel wake, stronger on the outside

• Slightly stronger wake on from the rear wheels.
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RANS, without deflectors RANS, with deflectors

[2] Hupertz, B., Chalupa, K., Krueger, L., Howard, K. et al., “On the Aerodynamics of the Notchback Open Cooling DrivAer: A Detailed Investigation of Wind Tunnel Data for
improved Correlation and Reference,” SAE Int. J. Advances & Curr. Prac. in Mobility 3(4):1726-1747, 2021, doi:10.4271/2021-01-0958.

Fig. 34 from [2]: 
Wind tunnel, closed cooling, without deflector



Results, Z 80 mm experimental vs CFD, Cpt

• The DDES result still shows a slightly stronger near wake of the front wheels, but the downstream spreading is more similar 
to the experiment. The experiment does show a longer streak with low Cpt after the front wheels.

• This might be related to the experiment not having a closed wheel bay

• There is still a slightly higher Cpt in the central section, but the result is closer to the experiment than with RANS.

• The effect of the deflector is similar as with RANS, but more pronounced.
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DDES, without deflectors DDES, with deflectors

[2] Hupertz, B., Chalupa, K., Krueger, L., Howard, K. et al., “On the Aerodynamics of the Notchback Open Cooling DrivAer: A Detailed Investigation of Wind Tunnel Data for
improved Correlation and Reference,” SAE Int. J. Advances & Curr. Prac. in Mobility 3(4):1726-1747, 2021, doi:10.4271/2021-01-0958.

Fig. 34 from [2]: 
Wind tunnel, closed cooling, without deflector



Conclusions and recommendations
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Conclusions and recommendations

1. Four CFD simulations were carried out to investigate the ability of two turbulence models to correctly determine the
effect of a wheel deflector on the DrivAer notchback model. 
From this we can conclude: 

a) The delta for drag and lift is in the same direction for RANS and DDES

b) The side force delta is in a different direction for RANS and DDES

c) The shift in balance is in a different direction for RANS and DDES

d) The main differences between DDES and RANS are in locations with detached flow as expected:
Near the mirrors and front part of the bottom, 
flow around the wheels, 
the A-pillar vortex ,
details of the underbody

2. Due to the flow in these areas the main flow is deflected differently between RANS and DDES, which translates in 
differences downstream. The differences do become smaller downstream.

3. Similar deltas are found in the flow features by RANS and DDES, so the RANS modelling does result in a good first 
estimation or indication of development direction. At a later stage the DDES method can be used for further
refinement, in particular for modifications that affect separated flow areas.
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Questions

Actiflow BV
Tramsingel 1
4814 AB Breda
Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0) 765 422 220
contact@actiflow.com

www.actiflow.com

Lightyear
Automotive Campus 70

5708 JZ  Helmond
Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0) 85 00 44 915
info@lightyear.one

www.lightyear.one
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